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 Established in 1898, the Conklin Pen Company® founded by Roy Conklin, an innovator from Toledo, Ohio
USA, is today regarded as one of the most significant and innovative American writing instruments manufacturers
from the golden era of fountain pens.

Roy Conklin registered the patent for the first working automatic filling mechanism in 1897 and is recognized
as creating one of the world’s first practical self-filling fountain pens. The Crescent filler™ soon proved to be a
success world-wide.

Thanks to Roy Conklin, owner and inventor, the fountain pen was ultimately made more practical and 
convenient for the public with his patented invention of the Crescent Filler™. The Crescent Filler™ 
has a piece of metal shaped like a crescent moon, that extends from the side of the pen, and was
the key to a simple and easy one-handed way to self-fill the pen with ink. The simple
depression of the crescent engages the internal pressure bar to collapse the built-in rubber
sac. Releasing the crescent allows incoming ink to fill the sac.

In 1903, Mark Twain, the legendary American author, expressed the virtues of this unique
self-filling fountain pen and became the official spokesman for The Conklin Pen Company®.
Mark Twain discovered yet another benefit to Conklin’s Crescent Filler™ stating, “Also, I
prefer it because it is a profanity saver’ it cannot roll off the desk”.

More than 120 years later, today’s Conklin Pen Company® is striving to continue in the
same spirit of bold innovation, while still providing the highest quality available in fine
writing instruments throughout the world.

In 1903 renowned American author and humorist,  Mark Twain
became the official spokesman for the Conklin Pen Company®
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         Most Conklin pens incorporate the original 1916 patented Spring-Loaded 
Rocker Clip.  This perfectly balanced clip will easily fit and hold firmly in thin shirt 
pockets as well as in thick jacket or coat pockets.

                The process of Chasing is used to create beautiful and fascinating decorative 
design and texture that is embedded into the surface of the pen’s material. In the 
1900’s most pens were made of hard black rubber. Chasing became a popular 
process to add creative and intricate design to the otherwise common look of a simple 
black pen. The complicated and delicate hand engraving or chasing afforded talented 
artists the opportunity to show and display their unique abilities. Since the Chasing 
process required excellent skills and was very time consuming, it added great value 
to the pen. The Chasing process is also known as Guilloche from the French word for 
the tool which was used to cut the engraved grooves into the material to create the 
handmade design.

The Rocker Clip

The Chase Story
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Conklin Duragraph Advertisement 1898 - 1908

Conklin Patents

Conklin Glider Advertisement 1944 Conklin Self-Filling Advertisement 1898 - 1908 Conklin Glider Advertisement 1944
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Today, the Conklin Pen Company®, continues this tradition of innovation and excellence
by offering unique limited edition and regular edition writing instruments of the highest quality.

Based on the original designs of early models, all Conklin® pens are manufactured by artisans
dedicated to producing writing instruments worthy of their legendary name.

Even in today’s impersonal world, we choose to offer a life-time guarantee to our customers
throughout the life of the original owner, satisfaction guaranteed.

Every Conklin® fountain pen is available in a choice of six smooth writing nib grade widths
allowing for the ideal choice for your individual handwriting style.

Each nib bears the Conklin® brand name, the historic “ Toledo, USA” mark with the special
crescent shaped breathing hole and is individually tested by our quality control team for a
premium writing quality performance.

Conklin® pens will appeal to any enthusiast who appreciate the fine designs of popular vintage
style writing instruments from the golden era, or a connoisseur of fine writing instruments who
wishes to stand out from the crowd, but at the same time, wishes to retain a touch of the same
time, and to retain a touch of the elegance of vintage designs.

Enjoy Today’s

CONKLIN®
Experience...
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Mark Twain Crescent Filler™ Limited Editions

Self-Filling Fountain Pen™

A. L.E. Clear Demo with Rosegold Trim
CK71239-EF • CK71231-F
CK71232-M • CK71238-B
CK71233-S • CK71766-OmniFlex

B. L.E. Crescent Rainbow
CK71806-EF • CK71801-F
CK71802-M • CK71804-B
CK71803-S • CK71807-OmniFlex

Conklin proudly celebrates the pen that started it all for the famous company 
back in 1898, by introducing four new models in the Mark Twain Crescent Filler 
fountain pen collection.  Roy Conklin invented and patented the self-filling pen 
known as the Crescent Filler, and now it is recognized as the world's first practical 
self-filling fountain pen.  While it has imitators, it has no rivals. Its simplicity is its 
success. The operation is so simple and easy that it can even be done with just one 
hand!  The locking ring prevents accidental depression of the crescent.

The back of the center ring is engraved with Mark Twain's famous signature. 
The crescent-filler is engraved on one side with the "Conklin" name and the other side 
with the "Crescent Filler Trade Mark".
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Mark Twain Crescent Filler™ Limited Editions

D. L.E. Crescent Brass
CK72026-EF • CK72021-F
CK72022-M • CK72024-B
CK72023-S • CK72027-OmniFlex

E. L.E. Superblack Gunmetal Trim
CK72055-EF • CK72051-F
CK72052-M • CK72054-B
CK72053-S • CK72056-OmniFlex

F. L.E. Superblack Rosegold Trim 
CK72065-EF • CK2061-F
CK72062-M • CK72064-B
CK72063-S • CK72066-OmniFlex

C. L.E. Crescent Gunmetal
CK71896-EF • CK71891-F
CK71892-M • CK71894-B
CK71893-S • CK71897-OmniFlex

New
Delivery: April 2022

New
Delivery: April 2022
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Mark Twain Crescent Filler™ Self-Filling Fountain Pen™

Establishing the Conklin Pen Company® as a leader in 
American writing instruments, the Crescent Filler™ became one 
of Conklin® brand’s signature pens and changed the industry 
forever. Founder Roy Conklin from Toledo, Ohio, patented the 
design for the first self-filling pen in 1897, causing his company 
to thrive and gain the approval of author Mark Twain, who 
became the official spokesperson for the Conklin® brand. Three 
resin finishes honor Conklin’s history, Black Chase with rose 
gold trim, Vintage Green with gold trim, and Vintage Blue with 
chrome trim. The fountain pens utilize Conklin’s groundbreaking 
original design that still works as effortlessly as it did a century 
ago. Each pen is engraved with Mark Twain’s signature along the 
band, and maintains the original Conklin® spring loaded rocker 
clip that was patented in 1916, which is the perfect addition to 
any pocket, jacket, or coat. The pens have the option to be fitted 
with one of six signature cushion point steel nibs, available in 
Extra Fine, Fine, Medium, Broad, Stub, and OmniFlex sizes. 
Between the elegant finishes and nib options to complement your 
handwriting, this famed collection has it all.

A. Black Chase with Rose Gold Trim
CK71134-EF • CK71137-F
CK71138-M • CK71136-B
CK71139-S • CK71133-OmniFlex

B. Vintage Green with Gold Trim
CK71767-EF • CK71761-F
CK71762-M • CK71764-B
CK71763-S • CK71765-OmniFlex

C. Vintage Blue with Chrome Trim
CK71815-EF • CK71811-F
CK71812-M • CK71814-B
CK71813-S • CK71816-OmniFlex
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All American™ Collection

The Conklin Pen Company® was established in 1898 during 
the golden era of fountain pens, and is still regarded as one of the most 
prominent pen manufacturers today. During the Great Depression, 
Conklin launched a collection that was priced to be affordable to the 
public. The All American collection was offered in a variety of sizes, 
filling mechanisms, and finishes, with the aim of satisfying the demand 
for high quality writing instruments.

Inspired by Conklin’s original models and the rich heritage of 
the brand, the new All American collection balances classic and 
contemporary to create timeless designs. Crafted from handmade 
European high-grade resin, the All American is developed to bring 
comfort and durability, with a carefully tapered cap and barrel. The All 
American is offered in nine colors: Brownstone, Lapis Blue, Old 
Glory, Sunburst Orange, Tortoiseshell, Yellowstone, Raven Black, 
Southwest Turquoise and Turquoise Serenity and pays homage to the 
vintage Conklin era. Whether you’re searching for vibrant colors with 
bold highlights, or more muted shades with accented patterns, there is 
a finish that will suit your home and office. The tapered cap tops 
feature “rocker style” clips, and barrels are engraved with the Conklin 
trademark and All American logo. This collection is suited to individu-
als looking for a well-sized pen with a unique design that still rings true 
to original Conklin designs. Available choices for JoWo premium nib 
grades include Extra Fine, Fine, Medium, Broad, Stub or Omniflex, 
which allows users to choose one that complements their individual 
handwriting style. Each stainless steel Cushion Point nib displays the 
brand name and is marked with special crescent-shaped breathing 
holes. Our quality control team tests each nib individually to ensure top 
quality writing performance. The fountain pen uses reliable interna-
tional cartridges, a converter (supplied), and the ballpoint is accompa-
nied with a Parker® style refill. Each Conklin brand writing instrument 
is housed in a luxury gift box. The All American collection is an ideal 
gift for any person in your life, whether they use the pens in their 
professional lives, home offices, or as a style accessory.

A. Old Glory Special Edition
CK71437-EF • CK71431-F
CK71432-M • CK71434-B
CK71433-S • CK71436-OmniFlex
CK71435-BP

B. Tortoiseshell
CK71427-EF • CK71421-F
CK71422-M • CK71424-B
CK71423-S • CK71426-OmniFlex
CK71425-BP
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D. Sunburst Orange
CK71417-EF • CK71411-F
CK71412-M • CK71414-B
CK71413-S • CK71416-OmniFlex
CK71415-BP

F. Lapis Blue
CK71447-EF • CK71441-F
CK71442-M • CK71444-B
CK71443-S • CK71446-OmniFlex

E. Turquoise Serenity
CK76166-EF • CK76161-F
CK76162-M • CK76164-B
CK76163-S • CK76167-OmniFlex
CK76165-BP

C. Yellowstone
CK71407-EF • CK71401-F
CK71402-M • CK71404-B
CK71403-S • CK71406-OmniFlex
CK71405-BP

All American™ Collection
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G. Brownstone
CK71457-EF • CK71451-F
CK71452-M • CK71454-B
CK71453-S • CK71456-OmniFflex
CK71455-BP

H. Raven Black
CK71497-EF • CK71491-F
CK71492-M • CK71494-B
CK71493-S • CK71496-OmniFlex
CK71495-BP

I. Southwest Turquoise
CK71697-EF • CK71691-F
CK71692-M • CK71694-B
CK71693-S • CK71696-OmniFlex
CK71695-BP

F. Lapis Blue
CK71445-BP

14
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C. Orange
CK71856-EF • CK71851-F
CK71852-M • CK71854-B
CK71853-S • CK71857-OmniFlex
CK71855-BP

D. Turquoise
CK71846-EF • CK71841-F
CK71842-M • CK71844-B
CK71843-S • CK71847-OmniFlex
CK71845-BP

A. Black
CK71826-EF • CK71821-F
CK71822-M • CK71824-B
CK71823-S • CK71827-OmniFlex
CK71825-BP

B. Olive
CK71836-EF • CK71831-F
CK71832-M • CK71834-B
CK71833-S • CK71837-OmniFlex
CK71835-BP

Coronet™ Collection

 Recognized and beloved across the globe for 
their innovations within the pen industry since 1898, the 
Conklin Pen Company® is proud to offer the latest 
addition to their extensive catalog. Introducing, the 
Coronet™ collection, a minimalist and modern fountain 
and ballpoint pen featuring solid colors with a high gloss 
metalic finish. With the barrel being handmade from bars 
of solid brass and the cap being made of stainless steel 
coated with vibrant lacquer, the Coronet™ collection is 
undoubtedly as resilient and strong as it is beautiful. 
Featuring a nearly flat top design and slim body, each pen 
is hand assembled and paired with silver accents as well 
as a classic L-shaped Conklin® clip. Mid-weight, and 
substantially sized yet not overly large, this pen is sure to 
please when in hand. Due to the lacquering process, each 
Coronet™ pen boasts a high gloss metalic finish and four 
color options to choose from: true Black, vibrant 
Turquoise, lively Orange, or eye-catching Olive. The 
Coronet™ offers six nib grades in Extra Fine, Fine, 
Medium, Broad, Stub, and OmniFlex for your individual 
handwriting style. The fountain pen uses international 
cartridges or converter (included), while the ballpoint 
accepts Parker® style refills.
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Duragraph™ Collection

D. Ice Blue
CK71357-EF • CK71351-F
CK71352-M • CK71354-B
CK71353-S • CK71356-OmniFlex
CK71355-BP

C. Amber
CK71347-EF • CK71341-F
CK71342-M • CK71344-B
CK71343-S • CK71346-OmniFlex
CK71345-BP

B. Cracked Ice
CK71317-EF • CK71311-F
CK71312-M • CK71314-B
CK71313-S • CK71316-OmniFlex
CK71315-BP

A. Forest Green
CK71327-EF • CK71321-F
CK71322-M • CK71324-B
CK71323-S • CK71326-OmniFlex
CK71335-BP

The Conklin Pen Company® is recognized as being 
one of the first companies to add the feature of true mobility to 
daily writing. In 1923, the Duragraph™ model was launched, 
and shortly afterward was considered to be 'the definitive' pen. 
The model was named by combining the words, durable and 
graph to equal Duragraph™. 

Created to last as an heirloom to serve many genera-
tions, the Duragraph™ is offered with a lifetime guarantee, and 
brings a fresh, modern style to the timeless oversize flat top 
design. Crafted from quality handmade resins, the Duragraph™ 
is substantial in size, yet not so large as to be unwieldy in the 
hand. The cap top is embellished with the Conklin® Est. 1898 
logo and the cap band is engraved with the famous Duragraph
™ model script font with three Conklin® crescent logos on 
either side of the model name. The clip being mounted at the 
top of the cap allows the pen to sit low in the pocket, making 
this model a more practical choice for everyday use. 

The fountain pen is available in six nib grades uses 
international cartridges or converter (supplied). The ballpoint 
accepts Parker® style ballpoint refills. Each Conklin® fine 
writing instrument is housed in a luxury gift box.
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E. Orange Nights
CK71377-EF • CK71371-F
CK71372-M • CK71374-B
CK71373-S • CK71376-OmniFlex
CK71375-BP

F. Purple Nights
CK71397-EF • CK71391-F
CK71392-M • CK71394-B
CK71393-S • CK71396-OmniFlex
CK71395-BP

G. Red Nights
CK71387-EF • CK71381-F
CK71382-M • CK71384-B
CK71383-S • CK71386-OmniFlex
CK71385-BP

H. Turquoise Nights
CK45346-EF • CK45341-F
CK45342-M • CK45344-B
CK45343-S • CK45347-OmniFlex
CK45345-BP

I. Abalone Nights
CK71297-EF • CK71291-F
CK71292-M • CK71294-B
CK71293-S • CK71298-OmniFlex
CK71296-RB • CK71295-BP

Duragraph™ Nights Collection New
In Stock

New
Rollerball
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A. Duragraph PVD Rainbow
CK71916-EF • CK71911-F
CK71912-M • CK71914-B
CK71913-S • CK71917-OmniFlex
CK71915- BP

B. Duragraph PVD Gold
CK4101-EF • CK74102-F
CK74103-M • CK74104-B
CK74105-S • CK74106-OmniFlex
CK74107- BP

Duragraph™ Metal Collection New
Delivery: April 2022

20

The Conklin Pen Compa-
ny® was established in Toledo, Ohio 
USA in 1898. From the Golden era of 
fountain pens until today, it’s regard-
ed as one of the most significant and 
innovative American writing instru-
ments manufacturers. Shortly after 
its launch in 1923, the Duragraph 
model is considered to be the defini-
tive pen. It’s named by combining 
the words “durable” and “graph” to 
equal Duragraph™. Duragraph 
Voyager, the new addition to this 
timeless collection, is skillfully 
handcrafted from elegant Birchwood 
and high-end European resin. The 
fine wood grain texture on the barrel 
beautifully complements the translu-
cent amber color resin accents and 
cap. Lustrous chrome plating adorns 
the clip, band, and trim of each pen. 
The cap top is embellished with the 
Conklin® Est. 1898 logo and the cap 
band is engraved with the famous 
Duragraph™ model script font with 
three Conklin® crescents on either 
side of the model name. The Dura-
graph Voyager is available in 
fountain pen and ballpoint pen. The 
ballpoint pen activates with a twist 
mechanism and accepts Parker style 
refills. The fountain pen is equipped 
with a Premium JoWo steel nib in 
Extra Fine, Fine, Medium, Broad, 
Stub, or Omniflex points and fills via 
cartridge or converter (both includ-
ed). Each Conklin pen is sold in a 
luxury blue gift box with a custom- 
designed sleeve. C. Duragraph PVD Blue

CK74111-EF • CK74112-F
CK74113-M • CK74114-B
CK74115-S • CK74116-OmniFlex
CK74117- BP

New
Delivery: April 2022



A. Duragraph Voyager
CK4101-EF • CK74102-F
CK74103-M • CK74104-B
CK74105-S • CK74106-OmniFlex
CK74107- BP

B. Duragraph Savoy
CK72081-EF • CK72082-F
CK72083-M • CK72084-B
CK72085-S • CK72086-OmniFlex
CK72087- BP

Special Editions
New

Delivery: May 2022 Delivery: May 2022
Duragraph SavoyDuragraph Voyager

The Conklin Pen Company® 
was established in Toledo, Ohio USA 
in 1898. From the Golden era of 
fountain pens until today, it’s regarded 
as one of the most significant and 
innovative American writing instru-
ments manufacturers. Shortly after its 
launch in 1923, the Duragraph model 
is considered to be the definitive pen. 
It’s named by combining the words 
“durable” and “graph” to equal Dura-
graph™. Duragraph Voyager, the new 
addition to this timeless collection, is 
skillfully handcrafted from elegant 
Birchwood and high-end European 
resin. The fine wood grain texture on 
the barrel beautifully complements 
the translucent amber color resin 
accents and cap. Lustrous chrome 
plating adorns the clip, band, and trim 
of each pen. The cap top is embel-
lished with the Conklin® Est. 1898 
logo and the cap band is engraved 
with the famous Duragraph™ model 
script font with three Conklin® 
crescents on either side of the model 
name. The Duragraph Voyager is 
available in fountain pen and 
ballpoint pen. The ballpoint pen 
activates with a twist mechanism and 
accepts Parker style refills. The 
fountain pen is equipped with a 
Premium JoWo steel nib in Extra 
Fine, Fine, Medium, Broad, Stub, or 
Omniflex points and fills via cartridge 
or converter (both included). Each 
Conklin pen is sold in a luxury blue 
gift box with a custom- designed 
sleeve. C. Duragraph Royal

CK74111-EF • CK74112-F
CK74113-M • CK74114-B
CK74115-S • CK74116-OmniFlex
CK74117- BP

Delivery: May 2022
Duragraph Royal
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The Conklin Pen Company® was established in 1898 
during the golden era of fountain pens, and is still regarded as 
one of the most prominent pen manufacturers today.

Deco, a design era that began in the mid-1920’s, at the 
height of Conklin’s® fountain pen business, was a large 
influence on the modern art world from architecture to fashion. 
Conklin® pens were no exception, as they were a significant 
contribution to the creative new age. Conklin’s® new Endura 
Deco Crest is the ideal revival of that exciting period.

Great concepts and innovative ideas will stand the test 
of time. The Conklin Pen Company® of Toledo, Ohio, USA 
built and earned a reputation of high quality and careful work-
manship that made one proud to own a genuine Conklin® pen. 
Unfortunately, the Conklin Pen Company® ceased production 
in 1955. The brand was brought back to life when the company 
was purchased in 2000. Yafa Pen Company®, owner and world-
wide distributor of the Conklin® brand since 2009, is proud to 
utilize its 43 years of experience to restore the quality and 
dedication of the original Conklin Pen Company® to produce 
fine pens that are treasured for generations. It is very exciting 
to revitalize the original designs with their elegant and sophis-
ticated look with the greatest attention to details and quality.

From 1660 to the late 19 th century filigree was 
ornamental work made with grains or beads. It was very popu-
lar in Italy, France and Portugal as well as India and Asia. 
Today filigree/overlay is a form of intricate metalwork usually 
of fine wire of gold, silver, copper or metal, and is used to 
decorate various surfaces.

Filigree can be applied to any ornamental openwork of delicate or 
intricate design. The beauty of filigree craftsmanship is undeniable.

The first Deco Crest™ pens were manufactured by Conklin 
Pen Company® back in 1905. Through the years the Deco Crest™ kept 
its place in Conklin’s® collection by virtue of its beauty and durability. 
The Conklin Pen Company®, originally released the ever successful 
Endura in 1924 and the Endura line continued to expand and grow. 
Based on the original models, the Endura has all the aesthetic design 
features which made the pen such a timeless classic.

By combining these two famous models, today Conklin Pen 
Company® is proud to introduce Endura Deco Crest™. The collection 
is available in three gorgeous colors (blue, black and orange) with 
three finishes (rose gold, chrome and gunmetal). Crafted from hand-
made European high-grade, hand-turned and hand-polished resin and 
accented with metal overlay, the barrel brilliantly reflects light off of 
its surface, enhancing the stunning colors. Lustrous plating adorns the 
clip, band, trim and overlay, enhancing the elegance of each Endura 
pen. The collection is available in Fountain and Ballpoint pen. The 
fountain pen has a premium JoWo stainless steel nib personalized with 
the Conklin name, the historic “Toledo, USA” mark, and a special 
crescent-shaped breathing hole. The stainless steel nib with iridium tip 
is both smooth and dependable, available in Extra Fine, Fine, Medium, 
Broad, Stub, and Omniflex. Fountain pen is filled by either ink 
cartridge or threaded ink converter (included). Ballpoint pen uses a 
Parker®-style ballpoint refill (included). Each Conklin® pen is sold in a 
luxury blue gift box. The legend of over a century lives on!

Endura Deco Crest Collection

Art Deco
The Conklin® Endura Deco Crest™
Collection

Conklin® Today

Filigree/Overlay
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A. Black
CK75835-EF • CK75831-F
CK75832-M • CK75834-B
CK75833-S • CK75836-OmniFlex

B. Blue
CK75815-EF • CK75811-F
CK75812-M • CK75814-B
CK75813-S • CK75816-OmniFlex

C. Turquoise
CK75825-EF • CK75821-F
CK75822-M • CK75824-B
CK75823-S • CK75826-OmniFlex

The Conklin Pen Company® is recognized as being one 
of the first companies to design features of true technological 
advances to daily writing. The innovative technology of the 
Heritage Word Gauge™ is as useful today as it was when first 
developed in the 1930’s. 

This modern-day version of the Word Gauge™ allows 
you to view your ink level through a transparent window in the 
barrel of each pen. The different gauge marks along the window 
indicates the estimated number of words that the remaining ink 
will write before you need to fill your pen again, a truly unique 
and fun feature exclusively available with this collection. Each 
pen comes with a built-in piston-filling system for “straight out 
of the bottle ink filling”, to use simply dip your nib into the ink 
bottle and twist the piston located at the back end of the pen body.

The Heritage Word Gauge™ is handmade in Italy from 
a strong, unique resin and available in three glorious colors, Black 
with sleek gunmetal accents, or Blue, and Turquoise, both paired 
with stunning chrome accents to match. Along the front of each 
barrel is the name of the collection, tastefully engraved. Available 
in a choice of six nib grades, choose among Extra Fine, Fine, 
Medium, Broad, Stub, or OmniFlex.

Heritage Word Gauge™ Collection Piston - Filling
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D Yellow
CK74151-EF • CK74152-F
CK74153-M • CK74154-B
CK74155-S • CK74156-OmniFlex
CK74158-RB • CK74157-BP

C. Silver
CK74141-EF • CK74142-F
CK74143-M • CK74144-B
CK74145-S • CK74146-OmniFlex
CK74148-RB • CK74147-BP

B. Red
CK74131-EF • CK74132-F
CK74133-M • CK74134-B
CK74135-S • CK74136-OmniFlex
CK74138-RB • CK74137-BP

A. Blue
CK74121-EF • CK74122-F
CK74123-M • CK74124-B
CK74125-S • CK74126-OmniFlex
CK74128-RB • CK74127-BP

Herringbone Signature Collection
New

Delivery: June 2022
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New
Conklin Toledo Collection
Delivery: May 2022

A. Burgundy
CK70211-EF • CK70212-F
CK70213-M • CK70214-B
CK70215-S • CK70216-OmniFlex
CK70217-BP 

B. Orange
CK70221-EF • CK70222-F
CK70223-M • CK70224-B
CK70225-S • CK70226-OmniFlex
CK70227-BP 

C. Blue
CK70231-EF • CK70232-F
CK70233-M • CK70234-B
CK70235-S • CK70236-OmniFlex
CK70237-BP 
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The Conklin Pen Company® was estab-
lished in Toledo, Ohio USA in 1898 by founder 
Roy Conklin. From the Golden era of fountain 
pens until today, it’s regarded as one of the most 
significant and innovative American writing 
instruments manufacturers. Conklin is recog-
nized as being one of the first companies to add 
the feature of true mobility to daily writing. 
Founder Roy Conklin patented the design for the 
first self-filling pen in 1901. With this patent, 
Conklin introduced a self-filling mechanism 
called the Crescent-Filler™. To commemorate 
the birthplace of Conklin Pen Company, we 
created the Toledo Collection. Meticulously 
handcrafted from high-grade black resin, Toledo 
is available in three gorgeous color accents: Red, 
Orange and Lapis Blue. Each pen features the 
original Conklin® spring loaded rocker clip 
patented in 1916 and lustrous chrome ring on the 
cap engraved with the collection name. Toledo is 
equipped with premium stainless steel JoWo nib 
in choices of Extra Fine, Fine, Medium, Broad, 
Stub, or Omniflex point sizes. Each Conklin pen 
is sold in a luxury blue gift box with a custom- 
designed sleeve.
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Stub 1.1 - CK12154 Stub 1.1 - CK12159Medium - CK12158 Broad - CK12155Fine - CK12156Extra Fine - CK12157Extra Fine - CK12152 Fine - CK12151 Medium - CK12153 Broad - CK12150

Extra Fine - CK12124 Fine - CK12123 Medium - CK12125 Broad - CK12122 Stub 1.1 - CK12126

Conklin #6 Stainless Steel Nib *#6 equals nib sizes #35 & #250

#5 Stainless Steel Nib *#5 equals nib sizes M5 & #076

Chrome Finish
Conklin #6 Stainless Steel Nib *#6 equals nib sizes #35 & #250
Black Finish

Chrome Finish

OmniFlex - CK12135OmniFlex - CK12134 OmniFlex - CK12127 OmniFlex - CK12128

#5 Stainless Steel Nib

OmniFlex - CK12139

Conklin #6 Stainless Steel Nib
Rose Gold Finish Chrome FinishChrome Finish Black FinishBlack Finish

 A Fountain pen however, can only be as good as the nib it’s fitted with and with over 100 years of experience, Conklin® continues to produce the world’s 
finest fountain pen nibs and is proud to boast its newest nib option, the OmniFlex™. Resembling a bird taking flight, the flex nib is intricately designed and cut for 
maximum performance, allowing your creativity to soar to new heights. Add sweeping strokes and tapers to your writing . Simply apply gentle pressure on down 
strokes, spreading the tines for ideal line variation.
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Conklin 60 ml Ink Bottle Available in 10 Colors In Stock!

6 Piece Box of Standard International Size Ink Cartridges

Black

Blue

Blue/Black

Brown

Pink

Purple

Turquoise

Red

Green

Burgundy

Fluorescent
Orange

Fluorescent
Yellow
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Rich Mahogany Kelly Green Antique Turquoise Bright Red

Denim Blue Deep Blue Dark Rust Classic Black

Vintage Purple

Dusty Rose
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